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INTRODUCTION

1. The document Guidelines on Principles of a System of Price and Quantity-

Statistics (Statistical Papers, Series M, No. 59) — subsequently referred to

as M/59 — represents the first attempt "by the United Nations Statistical Office

to define the character of an integrated and co-ordinated approach to national

price statistics work. The present paper comments on the main features of the

approach proposed in this document and identifies some ways in which it may have

to he adapted in practice to meet the needs and circumstances of the developing

countries.

I. NATURE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE M/59 GUIDELINES

2. The M/59 guidelines stem from the discussion of price and quantity

comparisons presented in Chapter IV of the SNA. They are thus firmly linked

to the SNA accounting framework and closely oriented towards the data requirements

for deflating the main flows of the system. At the same time, as the introduction

to M/59 points out, they are intended to promote the broader objective of "an

interrelated framework within which most work on the collection and compilation

of all kinds of elementary series, aggregates and index numbers of prices and

quantities may take place".

3. While the guidelines have been recommended for global use by the Statistical

Commission, they are recognized as provisional in character and as requiring

elaboration for countries at different stages of statistical development. They

will be supplemented for this purpose by a series of manuals on particular areas

of price statistics in which considerations of methodology and data sources will

be discussed in more detail.

U. The scope of price statistics work covered in M/59 is largely co-extensive

with requirements for measuring the real flows of the SNA. The area of factor

prices is a notable exception and it has been omitted because of its special

conceptual and methodological problems. Other important areas which might be

considered relevant for the discussion are spot and futures commodity prices

and the complex of exchange rates and purchasing power parities governing
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international comparisons of prices and price levels. Mention of these

omissions suggests some of the problems which arise in fitting the various

sub-systems of price statistics within the SNA framework.

5. The sequence of the following discussion is to examine and comment on

(i) the M/59 programme for the compilation and dissemination of price indexes

and (ii) the suggested framework for the collection and storage of the basic

data. A general assessment of the value of the guidelines in planning national

work is made in the final section of the paper.

II. STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF PROPOSED COMPILATION AND

DISSEMINATION PROGRAMME

6. The proposal of M/59 for a publication programme for the dissemination

of price indexes is indicated in Table A below. This table is identical with

Table 5 of the guidelines with the exception of the omission of a column

designating associated types of quantity indexes. The first column indicates

the universe to which the price indexes relate, the second column to the

classification of the universe which is proposed and the third column to the

price concept and index number formulation. The vertical structure of the

table conforms to divisions of the total commodity universe into (i) kind-of-

commodity groupings of output,(ii) kind-of-activity groupings of output,

(iii) objects of final expenditure in the domestic market, and (iv) exports

and imports. In subsequent paragraphs, the individual rows of Table A are

examined in terms of these relationships.

Item 1. Gross output of key commodities

7. This is the only item of the table providing for price indexes of output

based on a standard kind-of-commodity grouping. By its limitation to "selected"

ICGS sub-classes (8-digit), it reflects the M/59 proposal to move away from the

"traditional wholesale price index" concept and to replace it with the activity-

based index concept of items 2 and 3. The proposal to use "producers' values"

rather than "approximate basic values" as the primary price concept in this

concept is an important one and is referred to later in connexion with the

discussion of the data base. As indicated in SPS/79/A, it is in agreement

with the central recommendation of the SNA on this matter.
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TABLE A. A PROPOSED PUBLICATION PROGRAMME FOR PRICE STATISTICS

Reference item Classification system Type of index

*1.

2.

3.

U.

5.

Gross output of key

commodities

Gross output of

domestic producers

Net sector output of

domestic producers

Gross domestic

product originating

Final uses of gross

domestic product

(a) Domestic

purchasers

i. Consumption

of households

ii. Government

consumption

iii. Other

domestic

purchasers

(b) Exports and

imports

(c) Total gross

domestic

product

Selected ICGS sub-classes

(8-digit)

ICGS groups (U-digit)

ISIC divisions (2-digit)

ISIC major divisions

(l-digit)

All industry (ISIC

divisions

ISIC major groups

(3-digit)

ISIC divisions (2-digit)

ISIC major divisions

(1-digit)

All domestic producers

SNA categories

SNA categories

ICGS classes (6-digit)

SITC items (5-digit)

Laspeyres producers1

price

Laspeyres producers'

price

Laspeyres producers'

price

Implicit deflator

Implicit deflator

Laspeyres producers'

price

Implicit deflator

Laspeyres

Unit value

Implicit deflator
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Items 2-3. Gross output and net sector output of domestic producers

8. These two items are taken together since they both provide for the

compilation of commodity prices on a kind-of-activity basis rather than a

kind-of-commodity basis as in the case of item 1. Item 2 relates to activity-

Based indexes for ISIC groups (U-digit) where the problem of duplication in

the measure of output is assumed to be relatively minor. Item 3 relates to

similar indexes for the broader groupings of activities (2-digit and 1-digit)

where a more significant price measure is obtained by the use of a "net sector

output" weighting derived from the input-output matrix. In paragraph lU5 of

the guidelines, an Item 3 index covering mining, manufacturing, and electricity

and gas (ISIC major divisions 2, 3 and U), together with a separate index of

this kind for agriculture, is recommended as a replacement for the "traditional

wholesale price index".

Item h. Gross domestic product originating (value added)

9. The "implied" price indexes for this item provide for the measurement

of the internal contribution of each activity to the price change in its output,

In effect, they take the place of "gross input" and "net sector input" indexes

linked to the output indexes of items 2 and 3, though in this case they are

intended to be provided in more activity detail. Given appropriate information

on output and input such as that provided for in the data base framework, these

"value added" indexes could be compiled as Laspeyres indexes as well as in the

more usual Paasche form.

Item ^(a). Final uses of gross domestic product: domestic purchases

10. Item k covers the price indexes associated with the measurement of real

gross domestic product by industry of origin. The present item provides for

those indexes associated with the measurement of real gross domestic product

in terms of its final uses. In addition to "consumption of households" and

"government consumption", which are indicated explicitly in Table A, domestic

purchases include "construction", "purchases of machinery and equipment"

and "increase in stocks". Separate provision for these categories according to

the standard SNA breakdowns is implied in Table A both in terms of Paasche and

Laspeyres compilations.
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Item 5(b). Exports and imports

11. This item treats both exports and imports as part of the final uses

of gross domestic product and provides for vhat is essentially a dual

approach to price measurement in both cases. Laspeyres indexes based on

the survey pricing of exports and imports are proposed for all 6-digit

ICGS classes of goods and services and unit value indexes are proposed for

all 5-digit SITC items of merchandise trade. These proposals reflect the

general need for a dual commodity classification of external trade and the

development in many countries of a dual pricing system to meet price monitoring

and deflation requirements in the best possible way. A direct link with the

SNA final expenditure concept is represented by the provision of implicit

indexes for the broad SNA categories.

III. SUGGESTED FRAMEWORK FOR DATA COLLECTION AND STORAGE

12. One of the merits of M/59 is that a sharp distinction is drawn between the

structure and content of the publication programme and that of the supporting

data base. Table k of the guidelines outlines a framework for the collection

and storage of the related data requirements and is reproduced below with only

minor changes. It indicates the scope of the data that should be collected

(prices, quantities and values), how they should be classified, and how they

should be grouped for reporting purposes. The main division which is proposed

is between "producers" and "purchasers", representing a "sources" and "uses"

classification of commodity flows.

Item I(a). Gross output of domestic producers

13. The basic data for the indexes for this item are prices and benchmark

weights grouped by 8-digit ICGS sub-classes of commodities within lj-digit

groups of producers. In line with SNA recommendations, the valuation proposed

is both in terms of "producers' values" and "approximate basic values" providing

the flexibility required both for monitoring and deflation purposes. As noted

earlier, only a valuation in terms of producers' values is proposed for the

indexes of the publication programme of Table A. The availability in the data

base of current values of gross output, suitably classified, would permit the

direct calculation of Paasche indexes for deflation purposes.
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I(b). Imports

Ik. Reflecting the dual system of external trade pricing proposed, the

basic data include both current values and quantities and specification

prices and benchmark weights. These are grouped respectively by 5-digit

SITC items and by 8-digit ICGS sub-classes to provide the elementary indexes

required for the Table A programme. While Table B specifies a valuation in

terms of "c.i.f. plus import duties" alone, at least two alternatives would

seem to be needed to meet the most important requirements for these indexes.

These would include the simple "c.i.f." basis and the equivalent of "producers'

values" obtained by adding import duties and other costs of entry and sale to

the c.i.f. valuation. It may be noted that while the unit value indexes of

the publication programme would normally be of the Paasche type, similar indexes

according to the Laspeyres construction could be compiled on the basis of the

information in the data base.

Il(a). Intermediate inputs of domestic producers

15. The basic data in this case are input prices and benchmark weights in

terms of purchasers1 values, grouped by 8-digit ICGS sub-classes of commodities

within U-digit ISIC groups of producers. This information is required for the

derivation of the Item h indexes in Table A as well as for its independent

value in measuring price developments on the cost side. Such requirements can

also be satisfied, though in less specific terms, by using the relevant commodity

indexes at producers' values (or their equivalent for imports) together with

associated indexes for trade and transport margins. Weighting patterns for

this purpose would normally be available from the input-output matrix. As in

the case of output, the availability in the data base of current values of input

would permit direct calculation of Paasche indexes for deflation.

II(b). Domestic final uses

16. The basic data for the preparation of indexes for domestic final uses

of gross domestic product are prices and benchmark weights grouped according

to SNA categories of final expenditure and also "where possible" according to

8-digit sub-classes of commodities. This dual system of classification provides

for the analysis by commodity of price developments in the broader SNA categories
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TABLE B. SUGGESTED FRAMEWORK FOR THE COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF PRICE DATA

Reporter and

reference item
Classification system Valuation Basic data

I. Producers

(a) Gross output

of domestic

producers

(b) Imports

II. Purchasers

(a) Intermediate

inputs of

domestic

producers

(b) Domestic

final users

(c) Exports

ICGS sub-classes of

commodities (8-digit)

vithin ISIC groups

of producers (H-digit)

SITC items (5-digit)

ICGS sub-classes of

commodities (8-digit)

ICGS sub-classes of

commodities within

ISIC groups of

producers

SNA categories

ICGS sub-classes

(8-digit) where

possible

SITC items (5-digit)

ICGS sub-classes

(8-digit) where

possible

Approximate

basic values

Producers'

prices

C.I.F. plus

import duties

Purchasers'

prices

Purchasers'

prices

F.O.B.

Prices

(Current values)

Benchmark

weights

Prices

(Current values)

Quantities

Benchmark weights

Prices

(Current values)

Benchmark

weights

Prices

(Current values)

Benchmark

weights

Prices

(Current values)

Quantities

Benchmark

weights

Notes: Where cross-classifications are important, i.e., where producers' prices

vary with the purchaser, or where purchasers' prices vary with the source

of supply, identification of both producer and purchaser should be

preserved.

Additional classifications, e.g., region, size of establishment,

socio-economic class of purchaser, can be added as desired.
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and for a direct link with price developments at the producer and import

levels. The availability in the data base of current values of final

expenditure would make possible the direct calculation of Passche indexes

for deflation as well as providing the basis for a check on the Laspeyres

'weighting pattern.

II(c). Exports

17. As for imports, the basic data in this case relate both to specification

(survey) prices and benchmark weights and to current values and quantities.

These are grouped respectively into 8-digit ICGS sub-classes of commodities,

where possible, and 5-digit SITC items, providing the elementary information

required for the specification price indexes and unit value indexes of the

publication programme. The suggested f.o.b. basis of valuation might have

to be supplemented where export duties or subsidies were important or other

significant differences existed with the "approximate basic values" of the

producers.

IV. THE GUIDELINES AS A BASIS FOR NATIONAL WORK

18. The proposed publication programme of M/59, while developed within the

SNA framework, straddles the general requirements for price data for deflation

and price monitoring. In its application to individual countries, priorities

have to be established in both areas to meet national requirements and emerging

regional and international needs. For the developing countries, these priorities

will normally imply significant limitations on the scope of the related national

programme through (i) concentration of work on commodity groupings, activity

sectors and objects of final expenditure of special importance to the national

economy, (ii) reductions in the general amount of detail in the classification

and (iii) reductions in the frequency of compiling indexes and undertaking

related benchmark inquiries.

19. The suggested data base framework will also require modification to

provide for these special needs. While they may not imply any major change

in the over-all structure of the base, some changes to its scope and some
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additions to the classifications included will probably be necessary. Some of

the additions of this kind which may be of particular interest for the developing

countries — such as region, size of establishment and socio-economic class of

purchaser — are mentioned in a footnote to Table B.

20. In Table B, the organization of data collection is indicated by dividing

the reporting of the data between "producers" and "purchasers". In advanced

practice, for the intermediate transactions of the over-all system, there appears

to some sentiment in favour of an industry-specific producer-estimated approach

as the best means of providing reliable data both for deflation purposes and for

price monitoring. Such an approach would appear to be particularly relevant

where dependence on imports was limited or where commodity markets were highly

specialized.

21. For most countries and for the developing countries especially, a broader

commodity-oriented approach linked to the concepts of domestic commodity supply

and disposition would seem to be more practical and also more consistent with

the historical development of the work. The separate pricing of input, for

example, might be limited to the most important activities such as agriculture

and reliance placed in other cases on proxy measures derived from generalized

domestic supply prices. These proxy indexes could be checked and corrected

from time to time by direct inquiry.

22. An effective approach from either direction to this central part of the

work would appear to call for the pricing of exports and imports on a specification

basis rather than on the basis of unit value measures alone. Surveys for this

purpose could be linked to the basic producer price survey and would cover

exporters and importers in the distributive trades as well as exporting and

importing establishments in agriculture and industry. An obvious requirement

for this kind of co-ordination would be the division of the basic reporting of

producer prices between production for the domestic market and production for

export.

23. The organization of pricing work in the case of final uses of gross

domestic product does not give rise to the same type of problems. The approach

through benchmark expenditure surveys and associated pricing from the purchasers1

side is well-established both for the major category of private consumption
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expenditure and for the other categories of final expenditure on marketed

goods and services. For expenditure on non-marketed items, such as

government consumption, a more pragmatic stance is required, with the

pricing of final uses based on a synthesis of cost indicators or represented

"by implicit deflators derived from quantity measures.

2U. In most national situations, the M/59 guidelines should be helpful in

shoving how to anchor work on price statistics to the national accounting

framework and in promoting the integrated and co-ordinated approach discussed

in SPS/79/A. Through the link with the SNA framework, the guidelines also

provide for the systematic development of work within the broader context of

a national programme of work on economic statistics. These are important merits

and they are in no way diminished by the limitations of scope and detail in the

M/59 recommendations referred to in earlier paragraphs.




